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Comparison of gadoxetic acid and
gadopentetate dimeglumine-enhanced
MRI for HCC detection: prospective
crossover study at 3 T

Cecilia Besa1,2, Suguru Kakite2, Nancy Cooper1,
Marcelo Facciuto3 and Bachir Taouli1,2

Abstract
Background: Gadoxetic acid and gadopentetate dimeglumine are gadolinium-based contrast agents (GBCAs) with an

established role in HCC detection and characterization.

Purpose: To compare gadopentetate dimeglumine and gadoxetic acid-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for

image quality and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) detection/conspicuity.

Material and Methods: In this IRB approved cross-over pilot prospective study, 12 patients (all men; mean age, 56

years) with chronic liver disease at risk of HCC underwent two repeat MRI examinations using gadopentetate dimeglu-

mine and gadoxetic acid (mean interval between studies, 5 days). Two independent observers analyzed images for image

quality and HCC detection/conspicuity. Per-lesion sensitivity, positive predictive value, quantitative enhancement, and

lesion-to-liver contrast ratio were calculated for both contrast agents.

Results: There was no significant difference in image quality scores between both GBCAs (P¼ 0.3). A total of 20 HCCs

were identified with reference standard in 12 patients (mean size 2.6 cm, range, 1.0–5.0 cm). Higher sensitivity was seen

for observer 1 for gadoxetic acid-set in comparison with gadopentetate dimeglumine-set (sensitivity increased from

85.7% to 92.8%), while no difference was noted for observer 2 (sensitivity of 78.5%). Lesion conspicuity was significantly

higher on hepatobiliary phase (HBP) images compared to arterial phase images with both GBCAs for both observers

(P< 0.05). Lesion-to-liver contrast ratios were significantly higher for HBP compared to all dynamic phases for both

agents (P< 0.05).

Conclusion: Our initial experience suggests that gadoxetic acid-set was superior to gadopentetate dimeglumine-set in

terms of HCC detection for one observer, with improved lesion conspicuity and liver-to-lesion contrast on HBP images.
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Introduction

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the most common
primary hepatic malignancy, and usually develops in
the setting of liver cirrhosis. Over the last 20 years,
the incidence of HCC in the US has increased from
1.5 to 4.9 per 100,000; with a concomitant 41% increase
in overall mortality rate (1). Therefore, accurate detec-
tion and identification of the number, size, and location
of HCC is critical for staging and treatment planning.
However, in practice this can be challenging due to the
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imaging variability of HCCs and the possibility of
encountering benign lesions in cirrhotic liver.

Contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (CE
MRI) using extracellular gadolinium-based contrast
agents (GBCAs) has proven an excellent imaging tech-
nique to detect and stage HCC (2,3). Gadolinium
ethoxybenzyl diethylenetriamine pentaacetic acid (Gd-
EOB-DTPA or gadoxetic acid, Eovist/Primovist) is a
liver-specific GBCA derivative of Gd-DTPA that pro-
duces both dynamic and liver specific hepatobiliary
images, allowing for lesion detection and characteriza-
tion (4–10). This contrast agent is highly liver-specific,
with approximately 50% of the injected dose taken up
by functioning hepatocytes and excreted in bile (11).
Recent published data have shown high accuracy of
gadoxetic acid for HCC detection (12–14). There are
few prior studies comparing extracellular GBCAs to
gadoxetic acid in terms of liver lesion detection; these
have shown improved lesion conspicuity during hepa-
tobiliary phase (HBP) after administration of gadoxetic
acid due to increased contrast between liver paren-
chyma and focal liver lesions including HCC (4,15).
Two studies from South Korea have specifically
addressed HCC detection (16,17). Park et al. (16) in a
study of 43 patients with 59 HCCs retrospectively com-
pared gadoxetic acid to gadopentetate dimeglumine for
HCC detection (up to 2 cm in size) using a 1.5 T system,
and showed no significant differences in the diagnostic
accuracy for HCC detection, with however significantly
higher sensitivity for gadoxetic acid (86.4%) compared
to gadopentetate dimeglumine (64.4%) due to better
delineation of HCC on HBP imaging. The other
study (17) compared gadoxetic acid to gadobenate
dimeglumine (Gd-BOPTA) in 18 patients with 22
HCCs imaged at 3T, and found equivalent sensitivity
for both agents: 80–83% for gadoxetic acid vs. gado-
benate dimeglumine, respectively.

The aims of this prospective pilot cross-over study
were to compare 3D contrast-enhanced T1-weighted
(T1W) images obtained at 3T using both gadopentetate
dimeglumine and gadoxetic acid in patients with
chronic liver disease and HCC in terms of:

. Image quality and degree of enhancement of HCC,
liver parenchyma, and hepatic vessels;

. HCC detection and conspicuity.

Material and Methods

Patients

This was an IRB approved prospective crossover single
center study funded by Bayer Healthcare comparing
gadopentetate dimeglumine (Magnevist, Bayer
Schering Pharma, Berlin, Germany) to gadoxetic acid

(Eovist/Primovist, Schering Pharma, Berlin, Germany).
Twelve patients (all men; mean age, 56� 8.7 years, age
range, 42–71 years; weight, 76 kg; range 57–137 kg)
with chronic liver disease secondary to HCV (n¼ 9),
alcohol (n¼ 2), HBV (n¼ 1), and NASH (n¼ 1) and
suspected of having HCC based on prior computed
tomography (CT) were enrolled prospectively in the
study, and underwent two repeat MR examinations
with both GBCAs with a mean interval of 5 days
(range, 1–15 days) between November 2010 and
November 2012. All study participants provided
signed informed consent prior to entry into the study.
Eleven out of 12 patients (90%) had liver cirrhosis on
imaging that was pathologically confirmed in seven
cases. One patient was non-cirrhotic. Seven of 12
patients received locoregional therapy for HCC using
transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) and/or radio-
frequency embolization (RFA) and one segmental Y90
radioembolization before being enrolled in the study.
Three of 12 patients were enrolled before undergoing
liver transplantation and received locoregional treat-
ment as a bridge therapy before transplant. Bilirubin
levels were 1.2mg/dl (range, 0.5–2.5mg/dl).

MRI

All patients received two GBCAs (gadopentetate
dimeglumine and gadoxetic acid) with dynamic ima-
ging and hepatobiliary phase (HBP) imaging for
gadoxetic acid on two separate days. As part of
the research protocol, all the patients received first
gadopentetate dimeglumine followed by gadoxetic
acid. All patients underwent a liver MRI protocol
using a state-of-the-art multichannel 3 T system (GE
750, GE Healthcare, Waukesha WI, USA) equipped
with a 32-channel phased-array coil. The protocol
included the following sequences (all sequences were
breath-hold with Array Spatial Sensitivity Encoding
Technique (ASSET) 2, except for diffusion-weighted
imaging (DWI) which was acquired in free breathing:
coronal single shot fast spin echo (SSFSE) T2, axial
SSFSE with long TE, axial fat suppressed (FS) T2 fast
spin echo (FSE), axial DWI and pre/post-contrast
dynamic axial 3D T1 Liver acquisition with volume
acceleration (LAVA) FLEX sequence with in- and
out-of-phase and HBP images for gadoxetic acid
(Table 1). During the repeat exam, only the following
sequences were acquired: DWI and pre-/postcontrast
T1 LAVA.

LAVA contrast-enhanced T1W 3D GRE technique
enables whole liver coverage with high speed and
spatial resolution during a single breath hold. In this
study, we used a LAVA FLEX sequence, which allows
acquisition, in one scan, of four different contrasts, with
output images including in-phase, opposed-phase,
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water and fat images. After the acquisition of precon-
trast sequences, the following GBCAs were injected on
two different sessions: gadopentetate dimeglumine at a
dose of 0.1mmol/kg, and a fixed dose of 10mL of
gadoxetic acid (corresponding to a mean weight-based
dose of 0.03mmol/kg, in the range of 0.0183–
0.04mmol/kg). The fixed dose of gadoxetic acid corres-
ponds to our current standard of care clinical practice.
GBCAs were injected at a rate of 2mL/s (for gadopen-
tetate dimeglumine) and 1.5mL/s (for gadoxetic acid)
via a power injector followed by a 20mL saline flush,
with images acquired at early arterial (AP1 at approxi-
mately 20 s), late arterial (AP2 at approximately 30 s)
(two sequences back-to-back in one breath-hold), fol-
lowed by portal venous phase (PVP, at 60 s), and late
venous phase (LVP, at 180 s). AP1 images were
acquired using a bolus tracking technique for both
agents. Hepatobiliary phase (HBP) images were
obtained 10 and 20min after gadoxetic acid injection
in the axial and coronal planes.

Image evaluation

Two observers (observer 1 and observer 2, with 1 and 3
years of abdominal MRI experience) who were blinded
to the clinical information and pathological results ana-
lyzed independently the MR images in two different
sessions (gadoxetic acid-set vs. gadopentetate dimeglu-
mine-set), separated by at least 6 weeks to avoid recall
bias. Gadoxetic acid and gadopentetate dimeglumine
CE MRI including; 3D T1W LAVA FLEX precon-
trast, early and late arterial, portal venous and late
venous phases with subtraction images were available
for the two datasets. In addition, observers had access
to precontrast sequences (T2WI, DWI, and T1 in- and
opposed-phase) for both sets of CE MRI to allow dif-
ferentiating HCC from benign lesions such as liver
hemangiomas among others.

Image quality and vascular enhancement. The two observers
determined the overall image quality using the follow-
ing subjective scale: 1, poor image quality with major
artifacts; 2, acceptable image quality with some arti-
facts; 3, good image quality, with minimal artifacts;
and 4, excellent image quality, no artifacts. They also
analyzed the degree of vascular enhancement (aorta/
hepatic artery, portal vein [PV], and hepatic veins
[HV]) on LAVA FLEX T1WI for each dynamic post-
contrast phase (AP1, AP2, PVP, LVP) using the follow-
ing scale: 0, no appreciable vascular enhancement; 1,
poor vascular enhancement; 2, moderate vascular
enhancement; 3, good vascular enhancement; and 4,
excellent vascular enhancement.

HCC detection/conspicuity. The observers were asked to
detect HCCs with a diameter �1 cm and provide seg-
mental location on hard copies of diagrams of liver
anatomy (with Couinaud segments delineated) with
corresponding slice number and lesion size. A max-
imum number of seven HCCs per patient was recorded.
Viable HCCs were diagnosed on dynamic MRI accord-
ing to the American Association for Study of Liver
Diseases (AASLD) 2011 criteria (18) when a nodule
showed wash-in followed by wash-out and/or capsule/
pseudocapsule on PVP and/or LVP. In addition, atyp-
ical enhancing lesions with wash-in and no wash-out or
hypovascularity were diagnosed as HCC on gadoxetic
acid MRI when they showed hypointensity on HBP
and hyperintensity on high b value DWI with corres-
ponding hypointensity on apparent diffusion coefficient
(ADC) map (3,12). Complete necrotic HCCs post
locoregional therapy was diagnosed when a lesion
showed absence of contrast enhancement on CE T1W
imaging using image subtraction (19), these lesions were
excluded from the analysis.

HCC lesion conspicuity of detected lesions was also
assessed for each postcontrast phase using the

Table 1. MR sequence parameters used for the study.

Coronal T2WI SSFSE Axial T2WI SSFSE FS FSE T2WI DWI* LAVA FLEX T1WI

TR 969.2–2812.9 1219–2268.6 2000–2400 2000–6000 3.948–4.892

TE 97–102.5 177.6–240.2 96.1–103.6 55.4–57.2 1.716–2.056

FA 90 90 90 90 10

Matrix 320*256 320*256 256*256 128*128 512*512 (ZIP)

FOV 340–430 340–430 340–430 340–430 320–430

Slice (mm) 5 4 7 7 4–5.6

Interval (mm) 1 1 1 1.6 0

Parallel imaging 2 2 2 2 2x2

*DWI: b values 0, 50, 500, 1000.

FA, flip angle; DWI, diffusion-weighted imaging; FOV, field of view; FS FSE, fat suppressed fast spin echo; LAVA, liver acquisition with volume acquisition;

SSFSE, single shot fast spin echo; T1WI: T1-weighted imaging; T2WI, T2-weighted imaging; TE, echo time; TR, repetition time.
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following scores: 0, not seen; 1: barely conspicuous;
2: fairly well seen; 3: moderately well seen; 4: well
seen; and 5: very well seen.

Quantitative analysis of HCC and hepatic enhancement. Two
additional observers (observer 3 and observer 4, with 3
and 10 year experience in body MRI) reviewed all the
images for the two datasets and identified HCC lesions
with a diameter �1.0 cm in consensus (see below in ref-
erence standard). Observer 3 placed regions of interest
(ROIs) on HCCs, liver parenchyma, and major hepatic
vessels (abdominal aorta used as a surrogate for the
hepatic artery, extrahepatic portal vein, and largest
hepatic vein) to measure SI on precontrast imaging
and on all dynamic imaging phases (AP1, AP2, PVP,
LVP) and HBP at 20min after contrast injection, for all
patients. Osirix software (ver 4.1.2, Pixmeo) was used
for processing. For liver parenchyma, four ROIs mea-
suring 20–40mm2 were placed on four different seg-
ments (right anterior, right posterior, left lateral, and
left medial areas) on the level of the portal bifurcation
avoiding large vessels and artifacts and averaged. ROI
size and location was copied and pasted from pre- to
postcontrast images, and the average SI was used for
analysis. For SI measurements of HCCs, ROI were
drawn as large as possible to encompass lesion size,
and included viable and necrotic portions in case of
treated lesions. The SI of reference lesions was mea-
sured twice in two adjacent slices and the averaged SI
was used for analysis. A maximum number of seven
HCCs per patient was recorded on the basis of the
largest size.

The following quantitative parameters were calcu-
lated in viable HCCs for both GBCAs:

1. Enhancement ratio (ER) ¼ [(SI post - SI pre)/SI pre]
x100%, for liver parenchyma, hepatic vessels, and
HCCs

2. Lesion-to-liver contrast ratio ¼ (SI lesion - SI liver)/
(SI lesion þ SI liver)

3. Wash-out-ratio for PVP and LVP ¼ (SI PVP or
LVP - SI AP2)/ SI AP2

Results are expressed as mean � standard deviation.

Reference standard

Reference standard for HCC diagnosis was represented
by histopathologic findings and consensus imaging
evaluation by observers 3 and 4. Histopathologic diag-
nosis was obtained in 7/12 patients (surgical resection,
n¼ 4; and liver explant specimen, n¼ 3). A lesion was
diagnosed as HCC on CE MRI if it fulfilled the
AASLD 2011 criteria (18) and for atypical enhancing
nodules (AASLD negative) when lack of contrast

retention on HBP on gadoxetic acid CE MRI with/
without hyperintensity on T2WI/DWI (when compared
with surrounding liver parenchyma) was noted. The
diagnosis of HCC for the remaining five patients was
obtained by imaging follow-up (mean, 12 months;
range, 5–24 months) showing response to subsequent
TACE (n¼ 3) or tumor progression (n¼ 2).

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS version 20.
P< 0.05 indicated a statistically significant difference.
No formal assessment of statistical power is provided
in this exploratory study. A paired Wilcoxon test
was used to compare the following parameters between
gadopentetate dimeglumine and gadoxetic acid:
enhancement ratios of liver, HCCs, and hepatic vessels;
image quality; HCC lesion conspicuity; lesion-to-liver
contrast ratio and wash-out ratio. To test the improve-
ment in diagnostic performance of each method, the
results provided by CE MRI using gadopentetate dime-
glumine and gadoxetic acid were compared with the ref-
erence standard. Per-lesion sensitivity and PPV were
computed in terms of concordance between the classifi-
cation of patients and lesions as positive versus negative
at reference standard and the classification of patients
and lesions as test-positive versus test-negative for a
given combination of reader and imaging features.
Given the presence of treated lesions, complete
necrotic HCCs were excluded from the detection/
conspicuity and quantitative lesion analysis.

Results

Reference standard

Twenty-one lesions were identified in 12 patients on
MRI. Of these, 20/21 corresponded to HCCs (mean
size, 2.6 cm; range, 1.0–5.0 cm). Histopathology was
available in eight HCCs, and demonstrated the follow-
ing: well differentiated (WD) (n¼ 1), moderately differ-
entiated (MD) (n¼ 4), and poorly differentiated (PD)
HCC (n¼ 1), and two completely necrotic HCCs for
which differentiation could not be established. One
patient had one hemangioma measuring 15mm and
no HCC as noted on consensus imaging reference
standard. The hemangioma showed wash-in and no
wash-out on dynamic CE T1W imaging and hypointen-
sity on HBP, and was found to be stable on follow-up
imaging. The hemangioma was excluded from the
quantitative lesion analysis. Eleven of 20 HCCs corres-
pond to treatment-naı̈ve and 9/20 to treated lesions (6/9
completely necrotic and 3/9 partially treated with per-
sistent viable tumor). Of the 14 viable HCCs: 12/14
showed a hypervascular pattern of enhancement with
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typical wash-in/wash-out, and 2/14 wash-in without
wash-out on CE T1W imaging. On HBP, 11/14 HCCs
were hypointense, 2/14 were hyperintense, and 1/14 had
mixed signal intensity. Two HCCs showing hyperin-
tense signal on HBP correspond to a WD and MD
HCC on histopathology, and had typical wash-in/
wash-out on dynamic postcontrast imaging.

MRI findings

Image quality and qualitative vessel enhancement. No signifi-
cant difference was observed in image quality between
both GBCAs for either observer (overall IQ score (max
16): 14� 2.4 vs. 13.9� 2.5, P¼ 0.7 for observer 1 and
15.0� 2.1 vs. 14.0� 2.3 for observer 2 for gadopente-
tate dimeglumine and gadoxetic acid, respectively).
There was no significant difference in qualitative vascu-
lar enhancement between gadopentetate dimeglumine
and gadoxetic acid, with the exception of higher
scores for hepatic veins on gadopentetate dimeglu-
mine-set (9.7� 1.6) vs. gadoxetic acid-set (7.3� 1.9,
P< 0.005) for observer 2.

HCC detection. Treated necrotic HCCs (n¼ 6) were
excluded from the detection and conspicuity analysis.
Higher sensitivity were seen by observer 1 for a com-
bined interpretation of dynamic CE T1W imaging and
HBP on gadoxetic acid-set in comparison with gado-
pentetate dimeglumine-set (sensitivity increased from
85.7% to 92.8%), while no difference was noted for
observer 2 (sensitivity of 78.5 for gadopentetate dime-
glumine and gadoxetic acid-sets). The addition of HBP

allowed observer 1 to correctly diagnose three atypical
enhancing lesions as HCC on the gadoxetic acid-set.
The two observers erroneously labeled the hemangioma
as HCC with both contrast agents (false positive). PPV
were similar for both GBCAs and for both observers
(observer 1: 92.3 %, observer 2: 91.6%).

HCC lesion conspicuity. No significant differences in lesion
conspicuity were observed between gadopentetate
dimeglumine and gadoxetic acid CE T1W imaging
dynamic phases, with the exception of higher lesion
conspicuity score on AP1 with gadopentetate dimeglu-
mine (3.9� 1.5) compared to gadoxetic acid-set
(2.5� 1.7, P< 0.007) for observer 2. Conversely,
lesion conspicuity was significantly higher on HBP
compared to all CE T1W dynamic phase images
(AP1, AP2, PVP, LVP) with gadopentetate dimeglu-
mine for observer 2 (P< 0.05) and compared to AP1,
AP2, and PVP phases with gadopentetate dimeglumine
for observer 1 (P< 0.03). Higher lesion conspicuity on
HBP (Fig. 1) in comparison with gadoxetic acid AP1,
AP2, PVP, and LVP dynamic phases was also noted for
observer 1 (P< 0.01). Lesion conspicuity was higher on
HBP in comparison with gadoxetic acid AP1 and AP2
dynamic phases for observer 2 (P< 0.01). No signifi-
cant differences for lesion conspicuity scores were
found between gadoxetic acid HBP, PVP and LVP
for observer 2.

Quantitative analysis of hepatic enhancement. Enhancement
ratios were successfully measured for all 12 subjects.
The results of mean ER in the liver parenchyma and

Fig. 1. A 58 year-old man with chronic hepatitis C related cirrhosis and multifocal HCC, evaluated with contrast-enhanced 3 T MRI

using both gadopentetate dimeglumine and gadoxetic acid. Axial fat-suppressed 3D GRE T1W LAVA FLEX images through the liver

before (PRE) and after injection of gadopentetate dimeglumine (top) and gadoxetic acid (bottom) at late arterial phase (AP2), portal

venous phase (PVP), late venous phase (LVP), and hepatobiliary phase (HBP for gadoxetic acid). There are two adjacent hypervascular

HCCs in the central liver, which demonstrate wash-in during AP2 and wash-out on PVP and LVP for both agents. HBP image obtained

20 min after gadoxetic acid injection demonstrates lack of contrast retention on the lesions, with higher lesion conspicuity.

Besa et al. 5



major hepatic vessels (aorta and portal vein) on CE
T1W imaging obtained with gadopentetate dimeglu-
mine-set and gadoxetic acid-set are summarized in
Table 2. ER of normal liver parenchyma increased
over time for both contrast agents. Liver ERs were sig-
nificantly higher in AP2, PVP, and LVP with gadopen-
tetate dimeglumine-set (P< 0.01). Regarding hepatic
vessel enhancement, the mean ER of aorta and hepatic
vein were significantly lower on PVP and LVP phases
with gadoxetic acid-set than with gadopentetate dime-
glumine-set (P< 0.01).

ER values were obtained in 14 viable HCCs
(Table 3). The ERs of HCC at PVP and LVP were
significant lower with gadoxetic acid-set than with
gadopentetate dimeglumine-set (P< 0.01). No signifi-
cant differences were found for ER of HCCs at AP1
or AP2 between both contrast agents (Fig. 2). Lesion-
to-liver contrast ratios were significantly higher in the
gadoxetic acid-set in comparison than with gadopente-
tate dimeglumine-set for all CE T1W dynamic phases
(P< 0.05), with the exception of AP2. In addition,
lesion-to-liver contrast ratios were significantly higher
for HBP compared to all CE T1W dynamic phases
(AP1, AP2, PVP, LVP) for gadopentetate dimeglumine
and for gadoxetic acid-set (P< 0.05). No significant dif-
ference in wash-out ratio for HCC in PVP or LVP was

identified between gadopentetate dimeglumine-set and
gadoxetic acid-set. Fig. 3 shows the typical dynamic
enhancement pattern of HCC on CE T1W MRI with
gadopentetate dimeglumine and gadoxetic acid.

Discussion

Gadopentetate dimeglumine and more recently gadoxe-
tic acid are GBCAs with an established role in liver
lesion detection and characterization (20–22), including
HCC detection. In our study we prospectively com-
pared 3D CE T1W images obtained at 3T using both
gadopentetate dimeglumine and gadoxetic acid in
patients with chronic liver disease and HCC.
Extracellular GBCAs are still the most widely used
MR contrast agents for HCC evaluation, and therefore
the differences between these contrast agents and
gadoxetic acid must be determined.

Our quantitative analysis demonstrated lower liver
enhancement with gadoxetic acid compared to gadopen-
tetate dimeglumine for all CET1Wdynamic phases. This
is expected given the lower contrast dose used for
gadoxetic acid (0.03mmol/kg vs. 0.1mmol/kg), and
has also been described in previous reports (4,5,23,24).
However, no differences in image quality were observed
between the two GBCAs in our initial results.

Table 2. Enhancement ratios of liver parenchyma and vessels

on CE T1W imaging obtained with gadopentetate dimeglumine

and gadoxetic acid-sets on CE MRI at the dynamic phase.

Phase

Gadopentetate

dimeglumine

Gadoxetic

acid P*

Liver parenchyma AP1 4.2� 8.3 5.9� 9.2 0.44

AP2 35.1� 14.5 24.7� 11.1 0.026

PVP 64.0� 16.7 48.6� 7.7 0.006

LVP 57.8� 16.6 45.7� 6.9 0.013

Abdominal aorta AP1 158.8� 131.1 162.4� 65.5 0.59

AP2 143.6� 95.0 121.7� 50.9 0.85

PVP 137.7� 79.1 102.7� 45 0.04

LVP 121.7� 86.1 82.6� 36.3 0.008

Portal vein AP1 0.36� 16.3 9.14� 27.3 0.002

AP2 77.3� 42.1 84.4� 48.9 0.75

PVP 123.9� 50.3 127.0� 68.0 0.85

LVP 113.0� 48.2 98.02� 53.0 0.62

Hepatic vein AP1 32.8� 3.28 44.6� 74.7 0.95

AP2 116.9� 53.7 96.3� 43.0 0.18

PVP 111.1� 54.9 70.6� 40.0 0.015

LVP 98.8� 46.3 61.9� 38.4 0.008

Data are expressed as mean � SD.

*Paired Wilcoxon test (significant P values are bold).

AP1, early arterial phase; AP2, late arterial phase; LVP, late venous phase;

PVP, portal venous phase.

Table 3. Enhancement ratios (ER), lesion-to-liver contrast

ratios, and wash-out ratios of 14 viable hepatocarcinoma (HCCs)

on CE T1W imaging obtained with gadopentetate dimeglumine

and gadoxetic acid on dynamic phases and HBP.

Phase

Gadopentetate

dimeglumine

Gadoxetic

acid P*

Enhancement ratio AP1 31.7� 28.5 16.5� 29.6 0.1

AP2 69.7� 25.8 62.9� 42.7 0.14

PVP 71.0� 18.4 53.3� 28.9 0.01

LVP 58.6� 14.6 48.3� 27.3 0.01

HBP – 27.4� 34.6 –

Lesion-to-liver

contrast ratio

AP1 0.02� 0.1 –0.09� 0.1 0.01

AP2 –0.03� 0.1 0.03� 0.1 0.97

PVP –0.10� 0.1 –0.14� 0.1 0.009

LVP –0.11� 0.1 –0.14� 0.1 0.01

HBP – –0.18� 0.1 –

Wash-out ratio PVP 1.5� 8.1 –3.6� 9.8 0.15

LVP –5.3� 10.8 –6.2� 13.3 0.77

Data are expressed as mean � SD.

Liver-to-lesion contrast ratios were significantly higher for HBP com-

pared to all dynamic phases (AP1, AP2, PVP, LVP) for gadopentetate

dimeglumine-set and compared to AP1–AP2 for gadoxetic acid-set

(P< 0.001).

*Paired Wilcoxon test (significant P values are bold).

AP1, early arterial phase; AP2, late arterial phase; HBP, hepatobiliary

phase; LVP, late venous phase; PVP, portal venous phase.
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We found higher sensitivity for a combined inter-
pretation of dynamic CE T1W imaging and HBP on
gadoxetic acid-set versus gadopentetate dimeglumine-
set for one observer (sensitivity increased from 85.7%
to 92.8%), while no difference was noted for observer 2
(sensitivity of 78.5 for both GBCAs). Improved lesion
conspicuity was found for both observers by including

HBP images with gadoxetic acid. In our study, most
viable HCCs (10/14¼ 71.4%) demonstrated arterial
enhancement with wash-out on venous phase fulfilling
AASLD criteria for HCC diagnosis. However, three
atypical enhancing hypovascular nodules were correctly
characterized as HCC by one observer with the add-
ition of HBP images. When extracellular GBCAs are

Fig. 2. Plots of ER (enhancement ratios) vs. time of viable HCCs on T1W imaging after injection of gadopentetate dimeglumine and

gadoxetic acid. HCC tumors show progressive enhancement with the use of both contrast agents during early (AP1) and late (AP2)

arterial phases, with decrease of ER over time on portal venous (PVP) and late venous (LVP) phases and hepatobiliary phase (HBP)

with gadoxetic acid. Lower ER was seen on HBP in comparison with PVP and LVP in HCC for both contrast agents. Mean ERs of

gadopentetate dimeglumine (grey curve) are higher than those of gadoxetic acid (white curve), with a significant difference observed

for PVP and LVP phases (P< 0.01).

Fig. 3. A 60 year-old man with chronic hepatitis C cirrhosis and moderately differentiated HCC evaluated with contrast-enhanced

3 T MRI after the use of gadopentetate dimeglumine and gadoxetic acid. Axial fat-suppressed 3D GRE T1W LAVA FLEX images

through the liver before (PRE) and after injection of gadopentetate dimeglumine (top) and gadoxetic acid (bottom) at late arterial

(AP2) phases, portal venous phase (PVP), late venous phase (LVP), and hepatobiliary phase (HBP for gadoxetic acid). Both contrast

agents demonstrate similar pattern and degree of enhancement of the liver and aorta/hepatic vessels during AP and PVP. There is a

2 cm hypervascular HCC in the right hepatic lobe (arrow), which demonstrates wash-in during AP2 phases for both contrast agents.

The lesion shows wash-out on PVP and LVP. HBP image demonstrates mixed signal intensity in the lesion with some degree of contrast

retention.
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used, small HCCs may appear isointense on delayed
imaging, limiting HCC detection. The use of gadoxetic
acid with HPB images has been shown to improve the
diagnosis of small HCC and assist in surgical planning
(3,12,25).

Higher HCC enhancement ratios were found with
the use of gadopentetate dimeglumine in comparison
with gadoxetic acid, with a significant difference
observed for PVP and LVP phases (P< 0.01).
However, no significant differences were found on
early and late arterial phases (AP1 and AP2) between
the two contrast agents, which confirm that delineation
of HCC arterial hyper vascularization by gadoxetic
acid is comparable to that of extracellular gado-
linium agents, despite the lower injected dose,
which is counterbalanced by higher T1 relaxivity
(3.7 L mmol�1 s�1 for gadopentetate dimeglumine
versus 6.2 L mmol�1 s�1 for gadoxetic acid measured
in human blood at 3T) (26). Lesion-to liver contrast
ratios were significantly higher for HBP compared to
all CE T1W dynamic phases for gadopentetate dime-
glumine-set and for gadoxetic acid-set. In addition,
higher lesion conspicuity score was found on HBP
compared to early and late arterial phases on both
gadopentetate dimeglumine and gadoxetic acid-sets
for both observers. These findings are consistent with
previous reports showing improved tumor conspicuity
using gadoxetic acid in comparison with gadopentetate
dimeglumine MRI due to increased contrast between
liver parenchyma and focal lesions during HBP
(4,15,27).

There are several limitations to this study. First, the
sample size was small, as this was an initial experience.
Therefore, these results should be verified in a larger
prospective study. Second, we did not obtain histo-
pathologic verification in all tumors and histopatholo-
gic reference standard for HCC was generated on the
basis of imaging report; with only 3/12 patients who
underwent liver transplantation with knowledge of
exact total number of HCC lesions; therefore, the pos-
sibility of missed HCCs is not completely excluded.
Futures research studies using MRI–liver explant cor-
relation should be performed to overcome this limita-
tion. Although, HCCs non-verified histologically were
diagnosed using validated imaging appearance, which is
considered sufficient for clinical diagnosis of HCC (18).
Third, selection bias existed because we included only
patients who were suspected of having HCC based on
previous imaging studies, without negative or control
cases provided. Thus, observers were aware before of
the image interpretation that all patients were likely to
have HCC lesions. Thus, sensitivity values may be
overestimated.

In conclusion, the results from our prospective cross-
over study suggest that gadoxetic acid-set including

HBP was superior to gadopentetate dimeglumine-set
in terms of HCC detection for one observer, with
improved lesion conspicuity and liver-to-lesion contrast
using HBP compared to CE T1W dynamic phases of
enhancement for both GBCAs. Equivalent image qual-
ity was found between both gadolinium contrast agents
(GBCAs).
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